revital U International LLC owns this Compensation Plan, including past and/or future versions. As part of revital U confidential information, it is forbidden to distribute the Compensation Plan to any third party, in any platform (i.e. social media, blog) through any medium (i.e. physical copies, links, downloads, screenshots), per section 3.14 of the Policies and Procedures. Such action, distribution of the Compensation Plan without consent, is subject to suspension and/or termination of an Influencer’s agreement with revital U, per section 5.4 and 5.6 of the Policies and Procedures.

For the latest Policies and Procedures, please contact us at support@revitalu.com.
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Welcome to revital U

Terminology
revital U does more than just encourage people to start the day off right, with a daily serving of a smart product. We want to help you look and feel better, and also live a fulfilling life.

If you love what our products have done for you and want to help others, this is a great opportunity. For a one-time fee of $99.99, you establish yourself as an Independent Brand Influencer (Bi).

As a Brand Influencer, you receive a personalized website, a Sample Platform, a mobile app, a version of our online business system (U Office), full corporate support, and executive module business and leadership training.

You’ll have the opportunity to earn one-time New Customer Bonuses and monthly customer commissions.

**Note:** A Hyperwallet email is sent out when Influencers earn a commission of at least $10. This applies to every commission run. If an Influencer does not earn at least $10, the earnings will rollover each month until the $10 payout threshold is earned.

### New Customer Bonuses

For New Customer Bonuses, a Bi needs to enroll a minimum amount of total customers, within 60 days, to receive one-time bonuses of up to $500. In order to earn these bonuses, the customers must have a join date and an order date within 60 days, from the enrolling Bi’s application date.

When a Bi personally enrolls five (5) customers within their first 60 days, they will receive a one-time $50 bonus. When a Bi personally enrolls 10 customers within their first 60 days, an additional one-time $50 bonus is added – for a total of $100. If a Bi enrolls 15 customers within their first 60 days, another $100 bonus is added on top, making the total $200. Lastly, if a Bi personally enrolls 25 customers or more within their first 60 days, a $300 bonus is added on top of the aforementioned – for a grand total of $500.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Enrolled Customers with an Order</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Bonus Earned</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Bi can also qualify for Personal Customer Commission (PCC). A Bi earns their commission through a percentage taken from customers’ orders. For example, if a Bi personally enrolls five (5) to nine (9) customers, with active orders for the month, they will earn five (5) percent of the total sales from those customers’ orders.

A maximum of one (1) product, personally purchased by a Bi, QBi or EBi can be counted in all five (5) to nine (9) customers’ tiers, needed for the five (5) percent commission. A maximum of two (2) products, personally purchased by a SBi and above, can be included in all percentages. Unless it’s a Credit Pack 3, which can be counted as 3.

Continuing with Personal Customer Commission, if a Bi has 10 to 14 Personally Enrolled Customers, with active orders for the month, they will earn a 10 percent commission. If a Bi personally enrolls 15 to 24 customers, with active orders, they will earn a 15 percent commission. Lastly, if a Bi personally enrolls 25 or more customers, with active orders, they will earn a 25 percent commission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Active Customers</th>
<th>5-9</th>
<th>10-14</th>
<th>15-24</th>
<th>25 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Commission Earned</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCC is paid monthly. Figuring out your commission is simple. Let’s say a Bi has 10 customers, with 10 active orders, at the retail price of $49.99. This equals to $499.90 worth of product. Now, in this situation, there’s a 10 percent commission, so 10 percent of $499.90 is $49.90. This is the Bi’s Personal Customer Commission for the month.

It’s important to note that for this method, Influencers must meet their target of having X amount of customers, with X amount of active orders. If they don’t, they must find new customers to fulfill the need or risk being dropped a tier, and subsequently, earn a lower commission.

Qualified Brand Influencer Rank

Sharing our products and attracting customers can help a Bi move up the ranks, to become a Qualified Brand Influencer (QBi). This happens when a Bi enrolls a
minimum of five (5) active new customers.

A QBi has a 15 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.

**10 Percent Personal Commission For Your First 60 Days!**

To help you get started off BIG, as a new Qualified Brand Influencer, you will automatically earn a 10 percent Personal Customer Commission, for your first 60 days! The only requirement is that you maintain QBi status. After the 60 days are up, you will be paid based on the number of Personally Enrolled Customers you have, with active orders for that volume period.

**Executive Brand Influencer Rank**

A person can keep building their business by becoming an Executive Brand Influencer (EBi). An Executive has a minimum of five (5) Personally Enrolled active Customers (PEC). An EBi must also enroll two (2) people, who will become QBis themselves, with their own five (5) Active Personally Enrolled Customers each.

Therefore, each enrolled QBi must have paid the one-time fee of $99.99, have a minimum of five (5) PEC. In total, an Executive will have a minimum of ten (10) total Team Customers, coming from the customers enrolled by the two enrolled QBis.

It’s important to know that the two enrolled QBis are separate from the five (5) PEC. If in the occasion that X number of your already existing customers want to become Influencers under you, you will lose them as customers. You must then replace them to meet the minimum PEC of five (5). This “loss and replace” method is true for PEC in all ranks.

An EBi has a 30 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.
Senior Brand Influencer Rank

After successfully achieving Executive rank, the next milestone is becoming a Senior Brand Influencer (SBI). An EBi becomes a Senior when they have a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Active Customers, with $399 in total Personal Customer Volume.

The SBI must also have a minimum of three (3) legs. A leg is created when a person is front line to you either by personally enrolling directly under you or by placement directly under you. As mentioned before, if a customer becomes an Influencer under you, then you will lose them as a customer and must replace them to keep the minimum PEC.

In this case, three (3) of your PEC can become Influencers to create your three (3) required legs but then you will lose three (3) PEC and be down to seven (7) PEC. You will then need to find new customers to go back up to 10 PEC. This “loss and replace” method is true for PEC in all ranks.

In each leg, there must be one (1) Executive Brand Influencer – for a total of three (3) Executives. These Influencers do not have to be personally enrolled by you, they just need to be in the required leg. In addition, there must be a minimum of 25 Team Customers with active orders per leg.

Overall, a Senior must have a minimum of 75 total Team Customers.

A SBI has a 60 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.

Regional Brand Influencer Rank

From here on out, moving up the ranks no longer focuses on growing your number of Personally Enrolled Customers (PEC) and Personal Customer Volume (PCV). Instead all Influencers, from Regional to Platinum, must maintain a minimum of 10 Active PEC and a minimum of $399 in total PCV.

Similar to the last rank, a RBi, must have the aforementioned PEC and PCV, in
addition to having a minimum of three (3) legs. A Regional must also have a minimum of 1,000 total Team Customers, with a minimum of 250 Team Customers per leg. All Team Customers must have active orders.

A RBi has a 90 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.

**National Brand Influencer Rank**

Once a RBi has conquered their rank, they can strive to become a National Brand Influencer (NBi). A NBi continues following the pattern of having a minimum of 10 Active PEC and a minimum of $399 in total PCV.

A NBi also has a minimum of four (4) legs, with a minimum of two (2) Executive Brand Influencers and a minimum of two (2) Regional Brand Influencers (RBi). There will either be one (1) EBi or one (1) RBi in each leg. These Influencers do not have to be personally enrolled by you, they just need to be in the required leg. A National must also have a minimum of 5,000 total Active Team Customers, with a minimum of 1,000 Active Team Customers per leg. All Team Customers must have active orders.
A NBI has a 120 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.

Global Brand Influencer Rank

As people continue working up the ranks, they have the potential to become Global Brand Influencers (GBi). Like in the below ranks, a GBi must maintain a minimum of 10 Active PEC and a minimum of $399 in total PCV.

A GBi also has a minimum of four (4) legs, with a Regional Brand Influencer (RBI) in each leg – for a total of four (4) RBIs. These Influencers do not have to be personally enrolled by you, they just need to be in the required leg. A Global must also have a minimum of 15,000 total Active Team Customers, with a minimum of 2,500 Active Team Customers per leg. All Team Customers must have active orders.

A GBi has a 180 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.

Platinum Brand Influencer Rank

Our highest rank is Platinum Brand Influencer (PBI). GBis can become Platinums by maintaining a minimum of 10 Active PEC and a minimum of $399 in total PCV.

A PBI also has a minimum of six (6) legs. A Platinum must have a minimum of 50,000 total Active Team Customers, with a minimum of 5,000 Active Team Customers per leg. All Team Customers must have active orders.

A PBI has a 270 day grace period after falling out of qualification. Within this grace period, the Influencer must work to meet the necessary requirements, again.
Team Customer Commission

Teams are led by seven different ranks (six being Executive ranks): Qualified Brand Influencer (QBi), Executive Brand Influencer (EBi), Senior Brand Influencer (SBi), Regional Brand Influencer (RBi), National Brand Influencer (NBi), Global Brand Influencer (GBi) and Platinum Brand Influencer (PBi).

As you build your team, you can become eligible for Team Customer Commission (TCC). This is paid once a month, for the volume period of the previous month. This plan rewards you in two key areas.

The first is by building what we call an Open Line Customer Volume (OCV). An Open Line allows team leaders to earn a certain percentage, from the total volume from team members, who have not reached the same rank as them or higher.

The second type of TCC is what we call Leadership Development Generations (LDG). These apply to team members who are the same rank as the team leader or higher.

Qualified Brand Influencer TCC

Qualified Brand Influencers (QBi) are in a unique position when it comes to Team Customer Commission. A QBi begins with an Open Line of two (2) percent commission and Leadership Development Generation 1, at one (1) percent commission. Any additional LDGs are determined by the Influencer’s number of personal customers, as seen in the table on the next page:

**Example 1**: If a QBi has 15 customers, they will have an Open Line of two (2) percent, along with LDG 1 and 2 at one (1) percent. If a QBi has 25 customers or more, they will have an Open Line of two (2) percent, LDG 1 and 2, with the additions of LDG 3 and 4 at one (1) percent each.

**Example 2**: Let’s say a leg of yours has a Brand Influencer, then another Brand Influencer, then another Brand Influencer, followed by a Qualified Brand Influencer, followed by a Global Brand Influencer and ended by a Regional Brand Influencer.
Depending on your rank, your Open Line and LDGs will vary. If you, the leader of this team, are a QBi, then you would have an Open Line of two percent from the first Brand Influencer to the Qualified Brand Influencer.

Then, you have a GBi, who is a higher rank than you, which will make this your QBi 1 and you will earn one percent from them.

Then, you have a RBi, who is a higher rank than you, which will make this your QBi 2 and you will earn one percent from them, as well. Lastly, you have a NBi, who is a higher rank than you. This will be your QBi 3 and you will earn one percent from them. Since a QBi team leader has 4 generations, there’s still one more QBi generation available, if there was an Influencer with the same rank or higher.
Executive Brand Influencer through Platinum Brand Influencer TCC

Following in the same pattern, the other six ranks also have an Open Line of two (2) percent. These ranks are: Executive Brand Influencer (EBi), Senior Brand Influencer (SBi), Regional Brand Influencer (RBi), National Brand Influencer (NBi), Global Brand Influencer (GBi) and Platinum Brand Influencer (PBi).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EBi</th>
<th>SBi</th>
<th>RBI</th>
<th>NBi</th>
<th>GBi</th>
<th>PBi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Line</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDG 1</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDG 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDG 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every earned ranking, from Executive to Platinum, has an Open Line Customer volume of two (2) percent and up to three (3) Leadership Development Generations, at one (1) percent. Below is a break down of each rank’s Open Line and LDGs:

EBIs and SBIs have an Open Line of two (2) percent, along with LDG at one (1) percent.

A RBi has an Open Line of two (2) percent, with LDG 1, 2 and 3, as seen below:
A NBi has an Open Line of two (2) percent and LDG 1 at one (1) percent. A GBi has an Open Line of two (2) percent and LDG at one (1) percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NBi 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Open Line</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GBi 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Open Line</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly, a PBi, the highest rank, only has an Open Line at two (2) percent.

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Open Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuing with the aforementioned example of a leg, Open Line and LDGs work similarly for the rest of the ranks. To reiterate, let’s say a leg of yours has a Brand Influencer, then another Brand Influencer, then another Brand Influencer, followed by a Qualified Brand Influencer, followed by a Global Brand Influencer, followed by a Regional Brand Influencer and ended by a National Brand Influencer.
Depending on your rank, your Open Line and LDGs will vary. If you, the leader of this team, is an EBi, then you would have an Open Line of two percent from the first Brand Influencer to the Global Brand Influencer. Then you have a RBI, who is a higher rank than you, which will make this your EBi 1 and you will earn one percent from them. As an EBi, you only have an Open Line and EBi 1.

The same pattern goes for SBIs, NBIs and GBIs, who all have an Open Line and LDG 1.

Regional Brand influencers are in a unique situation, like QBIs, because they have an Open Line, plus 3 LDGs.

Following a similar example again, a RBi would have an Open Line of two percent from the Brand Influencer to the Global Brand influencer. Then, there’s a RBI, who is the same rank, which will make this RBI 1, with an earning of one percent.
Then there’s a NBi, who is a higher rank, which will make this RBi 2. Lastly, for this example, there is another NBi, who is a higher rank and this will be RBi 3.

Below is an overview of the ranks:

As Influencers achieve higher ranks, their Team Customer Commission accumulates, as seen in the table below:
If a person was a RBi, their TCC would consist of the accumulation of the Executive Open Line, Senior Open Line and Regional Open Line. Since all of the three have an Open Line of two (2) percent, a RBi would have a total of a six (6) percent Open Line and a total of three (3) percent in RBi 1, because each rank has it at one (1) percent. A RBi would also have RBi 2 and RBi 3 at one (1) percent each.

The same pattern happens for each rank, from Senior to Platinum.

**Global Bonus Pool**

Each quarter, Global Bonus Pool program allows leaders of each rank to earn 5% of the gross profit of the entire company. In order to qualify for this, you:

1- Must have a paid as rank of EBi or higher on the first day of each month within the quarter.
2- Must personally enroll 3 new Bi’s and 3 new customers within the quarter.
3- Can only participate in a pool if your enrollment date is prior to the first month of the quarter.

It runs each calendar quarter. In other words, January, February and March count as the 1st quarter, April, May and June are the 2nd quarter, July, August and September are the 3rd quarter and October, November and December count as the 4th quarter.

In terms of their payments, January - March will be included in April’s volume period that pays out in May. April - June will be included in July’s volume period that pays out in August. July – September will be included in October’s volume that pays out in November. October – December will be included in January’s volume period that pays out in February.
Payment Schedule

New Customer & Rank Up Bonuses

For New Customer Bonuses, a Bi needs to enroll a certain amount of total customers within 60 days, to receive one-time bonuses of up to $500. (See page 5 for details.)

For One-Time Rank Up Bonuses, Influencers have the chance to reach each rank by certain timeframes, for one-time bonuses. (See page 26 for details.)

These one-time bonuses are paid weekly and follow the Order Entry Timeline. The Order Entry Timeline is the deadline for Influencers to submit their orders, for payment. For these one-time bonuses, all COMPLETE orders must be submitted by each Friday, at 11:59 PM CST.

Once the complete orders are submitted, an Influencer will be paid the following Friday. For example, if an Influencer submits their orders on Friday, June 7th, then they will get paid on Friday, June 14th.

Weekly commissions are paid weekly (on Fridays) 1 week in arrears. A week is defined as 12:00AM CT Saturday through 11:59PM CT Friday. As an example, weekly commissions will be paid on Friday, 9/21 for the commission period of 9/7 - 9/13. Monthly commissions are paid once a month on the first Friday after the 15th for business done the previous calendar month. In the event the 15th falls on a Friday, monthly commissions will be paid that day.

As a general rule, payments are posted to HyperWallet by 6PM CST each Friday.

Personal Customer Commission & Team Customer Commission & Team Achievement Bonuses

**Personal Customer Commission** allow Influencers to earn commission through a percentage taken from customer orders. Qualified Brand Influencers to Platinum are eligible. (See page 5 for details.)

**Team Customer Commission** allow team Influencers to earn commission on the customers their team has acquired, through the Open Line and Leadership Development Generations. Qualified Brand Influencers to Platinum are eligible. (See page 11 for details.)

**Team Customer Commission** are paid out based on an Influencer’s rank on the last date of the month. For example, if an Influencer begins the month of September as an Executive and ends the month as a Senior (indicated by your October 1st, 2019). They are paid as a Senior Brand Influencer for the September volume Team Customer Commission.
Both of the above are paid once a month, for the volume period of the previous month. The volume is counted starting from the 1st of the month until the last calendar date.

The Order Entry Timeline is followed, which is the deadline for Influencers to submit their orders, for payment. For these, all COMPLETE orders must be submitted on the last calendar date of each month at 11:59 PM CST. After submission, Influencers are paid on the on the first Friday after the 15th of the following month. Depending on the month, the 15th may fall on a Friday.

For example, an Influencer will start at zero (0) volume for PCC and TCC at the beginning of each month. For September, it will start to accumulate from September 1st to September 30th. All complete orders must be submitted into the system on September 30th at 11:59:59 PM CST. Then payment will be received on October 18, 2019.
One-Time Rank Up Bonuses

At revital U, we encourage enthusiasm and hard work. Aim high from the very start and you’ll go farther than you can imagine. If you’re feeling particularly motivated, then you’re in luck! These bonuses are currently up for grabs.

Influencers have the opportunity to reach each rank by certain timeframes, for one-time bonuses.

Executive Rank Promotion
If a person becomes an Executive within 30 days of their initial start date, there’s a one-time bonus of $250. This means a Brand Influencer must follow all steps to become a Qualified Brand Influencer and then, an Executive Brand Influencer.

Senior Rank Promotion
If a person becomes a Senior within their first 60 days, there’s a one-time bonus of $500. A Brand Influencer must follow all necessary steps to become a Qualified Brand Influencer, then an Executive Brand Influencer and then a Senior Brand Influencer.

Regional Rank Promotion
If a person becomes a Regional within their first 90 days, there’s a one-time bonus of $1,000. A Brand Influencer must follow all steps to become a Qualified Brand Influencer, then an Executive, followed by a Senior Brand Influencer and lastly, become a Regional Brand Influencer.

National Rank Promotion
As Influencers continue sampling and working the business, they can also earn one-time rank bonuses. Influencers who achieve National Brand Influencer status, at any point in their career with revital U, will earn a one-time bonus of $5,000.

Global Rank Promotion
National Brand Influencers who rank up to Global Brand Influencer status, at anytime during their sampling career, will be awarded a one-time bonus of $10,000.

Platinum Rank Promotion
Lastly, Global Brand Influencers who accomplish the status of Platinum Brand Influencer, will be given a one-time bonus of $50,000.
Rank Advancement Promotions

As the year progresses, we want to help all of our Influencers continue to push to meet their goals. Take advantage of this promotion to grow your team and go up in the ranks!

**Senior Brand Influencer Rank**

A Senior Brand Influencer has a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Customers, with a minimum of three (3) separate legs. Each leg must have a minimum of 25 Customers with active orders. The legs do not have to have specific ranks within them to qualify.

**Regional Brand Influencer Rank**

A Regional Brand Influencer has a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Customers, with a minimum of three (3) separate legs. Each leg must have a minimum of 100 Customers with active orders. The legs do not have to have specific ranks within them to qualify.

**National Brand Influencer Rank**

A National Brand Influencer has a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Customers, with a minimum of four (4) separate legs. Each leg must have a minimum of 200 Customers with active orders. The legs do not have to have specific ranks within them to qualify.

**Global Brand Influencer Rank**

A Global Brand Influencer has a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Customers, with a minimum of four (4) separate legs. Each leg must have a minimum of 500 Customers, with active orders. The legs do not have to have specific ranks within them to qualify.

**Platinum Brand Influencer Rank**

A Platinum Brand Influencer has a minimum of 10 Personally Enrolled Customers, with a minimum of six (6) separate legs. Each leg must have a minimum of 5,000 Customers with active orders. The legs do not have to have specific ranks within them to qualify.

We’ve extended our lower rank qualifications, detailed on the graph on the next page. When an Influencer meets a rank, with the lower qualifications, a grace period is given to meet the regular requirements, found in our normal Compensation Plan.
WELCOME TO revital U

We hope you’re as excited as we are about joining us on this journey. Welcome to the revital U family, where everyone works together to reach amazing goals. If at any time you need additional assistance or help in understanding our Compensation Plan, please feel free to contact your Upline or our support team at support@revitalu.com.
Terminology
Terminology

Ranks

Leg: When an Influencer enrolls a person to be an Influencer under them.

Brand Influencer Rank: A newly enrolled person who has only paid a one-time fee of $99.99.

Qualified Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least five (5) Active Personally Enrolled Customers.

Executive Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least five (5) Active Personally Enrolled Customers. An EBi must also enroll two (2) people, who will become QBis themselves, with their own five (5) Active Personally Enrolled Customers each.

Senior Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least 10 Active Personally Enrolled Customers, with at least $399 in total PCV. Also, has at least 3 Personally Enrolled Influencers, with 1 EBi in each downline. The total Team Customer count is at least 70 with active orders, with at least 25 under each Influencer.

Regional Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least 10 Active Personally Enrolled Customers, with at least $399 in total PCV. Also, has at least 3 Personally Enrolled Influencers, with 250 Active customers in each downline with active orders. The total Team Customer count is at least 1,000.

National Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least 10 Active Personally Enrolled Customers, with at least $399 in total PCV. Also, has at least 4 Active Personally Enrolled Influencers, with at least 2 EBIs and 2 RBIs in each downline. The total Active Team Customer count is at least 5,000, with at least 1,000 customers under each Influencer. All Team Customers must have active orders.

Global Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least 10 Active Personally Enrolled Customers, with at least $399 in total PCV. Also, has at least 4 Personally Enrolled Influencers, with at least 1 RBI in each downline. The total Active Team Customer count is at least 15,000, with at least 2,500 Active customers under each Influencer. All Team Customers must have active orders.

Platinum Brand Influencer Rank: Has at least 10 Active Personally Enrolled Customers, with at least $399 in total PCV. Also, has at least 6 Personally Enrolled Influencers. The total Active Team Customer count is at least 50,000, with at least 5,000 Active customers under each Influencer. All Team Customers must have active orders.

Commission:

Personal Customer Commission (PCC): Influencers earn commission through a percentage taken from customer orders.

Team Customer Commissions (TCC): Team leaders earn commission through their Open Line and Leadership Development Generations.
Team Achievement Bonuses (TAB): Earned off of new business each week from first-time QBis.

Related to TCC:

Open Line Customer Volume (OCV) also known as “Open Line”: Team members earn a certain percentage, from the total volume from team members, who are not the same rank as them or higher.

Leadership Development Generations: Team members who are the same rank as the team leader or higher.